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INTRODUCTION
At the South Dakota State University Dairy Science
Department, a challenging work is being conducted to develop
a new spread type · dairy product which is made almost
··entirely of dairy ingredients. · It contains about 4o% fat,
6% protein, 40% wate-r, and 1.9% salts.

Among the problems

which faced the workers on this project were the processinduced change~. in the protein and the water holding capacity, which are interlinked.

The problem of water holding

capacity is increased by the high water content of the
product compared with butter, which contains about 16%
water.

Maintaining the stability of the fat emulsion··was

another problem which faced the workers on this project.
The problem - of protein stability and changes of
protein properties induced by heat and other processing
treatments is of tremendous practical importance in the
dairy field.

The successful processing of many dairy prod-

ucts is predicated on operations that will avoid destabilization of the milk proteins or, even further, will
insure their stability during storage.

Protein stability

is the resistance of the proteins toward any change in
their structure induced by physical or chemical treatments which will result in decreased solubility, changes
in molecular size and shape, increased viscosity, and
decreased water holding capacity.

2

The natural stability ·of the colloidal protein
system of milk and its produc·ts is due mainly to the electrical charges on the particles, whi_ch keep them apart by
.-

electrostatic re~ulsion.

Hydration also plays a signif-

icant role in the natural stability of milk proteins.
Stability, water holding capacity, and other physico-·
chemical properties of concern to the dairy processors are
highly interrelated and, - often, are mutually affected by
processing.
In many instances, too, the stability of the fat
emulsion is an important factor which determines many properties of the finished _product.

There is hardly a dairy

process or product that does not involve this phase of
dairy chemistry.
The fat globule is covered with a membrane which
includes a mono-molecular layer of phospholipids, principally lecithin.

The lecithin molecule has two polar

groups; one is soluble in water and the other group is
soluble in fat.

The lecithin molecules orient themselves

at the interface between the fat and the water, keeping
the fat globules in emulsion.

Thus, lecithin plays a role

as natural emulsifying agent.

Milk proteins, phosphates,

and c·i trates have a natural emulsifying action, too.
The recent trend in the dairy industry is to use a
combination of added stabilizers and emulsifiers to
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maintain a proper stability in many finished products,
such as ice cream.

The actions of stabilizers and emul-

sifiers are often closely interlinked.

Generally speaking,

and it is true for many dairy products, the more emulsi;.fiers are present, the less stabilizers are necessary.
The development of stabilizers and emulsifiers to
assure more efficient stabilization in dairy products has
been a challenging experience to the colloidal and emulsion
chemists who have spent much time in this field.
All good stabilizers are characterized by their
ready dispersibility and solubility.

In addition, they

provide a desirable body, texture, and maintenance of ·uni£ormity of finished products.
This study was an attempt to solve some of the problems in the area of stabilizers; protein properties, especially water holding capacity; and emulsion stability which
were involved in the development of the spread type dairy
product.

Finally, the writer hopes this study made a small

contribution to the wide field of dairy science.

4
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OBJECTIVES
It was recognized that both ingredients and process~ng methods affected the water holding capacity of . the
finished product and/or the emulsion stability.

Therefore,

the main object of this study was to determine the best
combination of ingredients, including stabilizers, and processing methods to (a) ·e.stablish and maintain a stable
emulsion, (b) ,obtain the desired body and texture in the
finished product, and (c) preclude wheying off during
storage or use of the . product.

5
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
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Previous Work on Dairy Spread
Many attempts have been ·made to develop a spread-~ype dairy product, other than cheese spread, but none of
the products were su~cessful enough to remain continuously
on the market, according to Whittier and Webb (86).

The

approaches used have been quite varied.
Early in.1930 Leopold (42) prepared a sour spread
by concentrating buttermilk and sugar, the composition of
which was:

sugar, 37.6%; milkfat, 1.15%; casein, 4.4%;

albumin, 1.14%; lactose, 7.93%; lactic acid, 0.62%; ash,
1.41%; water to 100%.

The sour taste of the finished prod-

uct probably was due to the cultured buttermilk.

In 1931

Parsons (56) prepared a food product suitable for use as
spread when it was mixed with cheese, fats, or condiments.
A highly concentrated skimmilk or whole milk was heated
with stirring until the mixture became brown and attained
a roast beef odor.

The mixture was made smooth by using .

emulsifying salts.
In 1935 Grelck (31) prepared a semi-solid sour
spread by coagulating the protein of whole milk, skimmilk,
or buttermilk by acid produced by lactic starter and by
heating the mix to boiling • . The fermented, coagulated
milk was concentrated under vacuum to various degrees up
to about 60% solids.

In 1935 Grelck (32), in another
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patent, stated that the resulting gel or product may be
flavored in various ways including . the addition of cured
cheese.
In 1939 Webb and Hufnagle (81) prepared a spread by
mixing equal weights of sweetened condensed whey and peanut
butter.
Substantial quantities of milk fat have been used in
some spreads.

(88) in 1946

a~

One such product was reported by Wilster
containing 56% water, 26% milkfat, 16%

solids-not-fat, 1% salt, and a high vitamin A and D content.
In 1943 Weckel (82) reported that a new spread product had
been developed at the University of Wisconsin and was
placed on the, market by Madison dairies in October, 1943.
It was sold under _the name of Dyne and contained 28% fat
and 19% solids-not-fat.

However, it had to be withdrawn .,

from the market after a short time as government officials
ruled that its manufacture would place a drain on the low
supply of butter-fat.

Then in 1952, and again in 1965,

Weckel (83, 84) reported on further formulation of a dairy
spread.

It contained 40 or 50% fat and 12 or 6% solids-

not-fat, respectively.

He mentioned several reasons which

made the production of dairy spreads of interest to milk
distributors; these included (a) utilization of butter is
declining, (b) dairy spreads are easily produced in a market milk plant, (c) they contain a high percentage of
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solids-not-fat which is significant from the standpoint of
nutrition, and (d) they have many uses such as on bread or
crackers and in sandwiches.
In 1950, Whittier and Webb (86) reported that a
blend of concentrated whole mil.k , cream, salt, vegetable
gum, acetic acid and. artificial flavors and color was produced and sold during World War II as a bread spread.

It

was slightly acid to the taste and had a mild milk flavor.
In 1959 Roberts (61) suggested a spread with the
composition of 25% fat and 15% solids-not-fat.

These sol-

ids contained 50% sodium caseinate and 30% lactose.

He

found the finished product to have a gummy body and a flavor which was characteristic of a weak sodium hydroxide
solution.

40%

In 1958 -Tobias and Tracy (71) found the level of

fat in the finished product was the most feasible one.

They recommended using 8% solids-not-fat with that level of
fat.

They stated that when 12% solids-not-fat were used,

the finished spread was criticized as being objectional in
flavor.
In 1966 Bullock (10) used 25%, 30%, 35% and 40% fat
in the finished product.

40%

However, he found using 35% and

fat produced a more stable emulsion.

Spreads were made

containing 14, 16, 18, and 20% of calcium-reduced skimrnilk
(CRSMP).

The solids-not-fat levels were adjusted to 2o%

by the addition of regular skimmilk powder.

When the

8

spread contained 14% CRSMP, no stable emulsion was
obtained.

He reported that at the 16 and 18% CRSMP levels,

the spreads were acceptable; whereas a short body obtained
at the level of 20%.

Consequen-t ly, a spread which con-

tained 17% CRSMP was developed • . The source of fat in the
spread was either butter or butter oil.

When butter was

used, it produced a ~~;:~fittl ar texture; and -~

spread-

ability was obtained at refrigeration temperature.

- );

,

I
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body was obtained when butter oil was used as the source
of fat.

Concerning the texture of the finished product,

'.j

Bullock (10) stated, "The spread becomes mealy in texture
.,·.

,,

when stored at 45°F or lower, because of the crystallization of lactose."

It seemed there was not an instability

problem, for he stated that the shelf life could be greatly
extended by freezing a~ this did not destabilize the body.
However, Weckel (84) and Parsons (56) recommended that the
product . should not be frozen but should be continuously
refrigerated.
To stabilize ·the body, to prevent syneresis, and to
prevent wheying off, Tobias and Tracy (71) used gelatin as
a stabilizer at the level of 0.3%.

Using more than this

concentration produced a crumbly body.

They found that

preventing wheying-off and producing a good body could be
achieved by adding a mild alkali to stabilize the mineral
content of the spread.

They reported that the product was

.-

,.J...

.J

9 .
more desired with a relatively low acidity.

Whittier and

Webb (86) reported that a tart flavor was the most accept-

able •
. Weckel (86) stated that: the presence of lactic acid
induced coalesence of the fat upon homogenization and the
devel·o pment of a "set", congeal, or "structure" upon
cooling.

He recommended to add the lactic acid before

homogenization and when the temperature of the mix was
below 100°F.
The homogenization pressures suggested by Weckel
(84) were 1500 - 2500 pounds per square inch for single

stage homogenization.

These pressures gave satisfactory

results, but a grainy or rough texture was produced in the
finished product when higher pressures were used.

Con-

versely, Tobias and Tracy (71) recommended using a pressu~e
of 3500 pounds for a single stage homogenization.

Weckel

(84) stated that if two-stage homogenization were used, a

lower pressure should be applied to the first stage with
the balance on the second stage.

Wilster (88) reported

that the spread should be homogenized at sufficient pressure to thicken it slightly.

On the other hand, an inter-

esting statement was made by Roberts (61): "Homogenization
was not required to form a stable emulsion.

This was due,

in part, to the water binding capacity of sodium caseinate.",

10

· Homogenization has become a standard method in dairy
t. .

industry.

It serves as a means by which the fat emulsion

is stabilized against gravity separation. · In addition, the
fat globules are ~venly dispersed in the homogenized prod~ct, and the numbers of fat globules are increased,
according to Brunner (8).

He also reported that increased

viscosity of homogenized milk has been noticed by most
investigators.

The increases in viscosity are much more

evident in higher fat products after homogenization because
of the tendency of the fat globules to clump.

Factors Affecting Protein ·stability, Denaturation, and Water
Holding Capacity
. .
·
Before proceeding in this discussion, it seemed
worthwhile to mention briefly how the structure of milk
proteins is built . up.

The building units of any protein,

·inclu~ing milk protein, are the · amino acids.

Amino acids

are linked together through the carboxyl group of one and ..
the amino group of another to form a peptide bond, which
·holds the indiyidual amino acids together to form the peptide chain.
Peptide chains, in turn are linked together by means
of several types of bonds, but mainly hydrogen bonds, to
form the protein molecule which has a coiled shape.
Proteins in their natural form are called native
proteins.

If the riatural conformation of a protein is

destroyed or modified by physical or chemical operations,
many of the chemical and physical properties are changed,
and the resultant protein is · called denatured.
teins have a maximum water holding capacity.

Native proWater par-

ticles are distributed through the coiled shape as bound
water.

Haurowitz (35) reported that water molecules are

essential for the native structure of proteins because they
form hydrogen bonds with carboxyl, amino, and other polar
groups.

Pauling (58) stated that the strongly bound water

in proteins contributes one water molecule per polar group.
The total water of hydration may be as high as two water
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molecules per amino acid residue.

Similarly, Bull_ (9)

cited Sponsler as having calculated that in gelatin the to~
tal average amount of water bound by .one amino acid residue
is 2; ·6 ·water ·m ole~ules.

As a result any factor which

~ffects or alters this native s~ructure of proteins will
affect their water holding capacity indirectly.
Alexander (1) reported that the specific properties
of a protein would be destroyed when the protein shifted
from its native state and this would be due to the breaking
of the stabilizing side-chain linkages (hydrogen bonds and
others); and Meyer (50) stated, "The nature of the transformation that occurs when a protein is denatured is now
believed to be an unfolding of the molecule."
Milk proteins are known to be a very sensitive system.

Many factors affect their structure and cause them to

be destabil_ized.

Generally speaking, some of these factors

are involved in every processing method, therefore, it is
needful to consider these factors.
Homogenization
Turnbow, Tracy and Raffetto (76) considered homogenization an important factor which renders the milk proteins
to be less stable.

Tracy and Ruehe (72) attributed this

phenomenon, in part, to the adsorbed phosphate and citrate
in the increased fat-protein interface resulting from the
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finer dispersion of · the fat globules through homogenization.
This leads to less concentration of these ions in the serum
protein, leaving an excess of calcium ions, which cause the
instability by ne~tralizing their equivalent ~f negative
charges on the protein particles.

However, Dahle, Keith

and McCullough (15) believed that homogenization plays a
minor role in destabilizing the milk proteins.
Doan (20) referred to a decrease in stability of milk

..

proteins due to homogenization.

Then Doan (22) specified

that homogenization renders the casein of milk to be less
stable due to its adsorption as part of the new membrane
around the fat globules~

He stated, · "Casein micelles which

are so adsorbed are immobilized and more susceptible to
coagulation by any _coagulating agent."

Webb and Hall (79)

and Webb (78) agreed that homogenization lowers to a
striking degree the heat stability of cream, as shown by
feathering.
Trout (73) reported that there is a proportional
relationship between homogenization pressure and the instability of milk proteins.

Webb (78) stated that the stabil-

ity of cream is increased after a second homogenization at
a lower pressure.

Doan (21) reported that single stage

homogenization will result in the formation of fat clumps
which act as a structure on which the casein coagulates more
readily than it would otherwise; and the action is promoted
198816
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by the fact that the casein is rendered more susceptible
to coagulating agents.

Then he (21) stated "Fat clumps

bring a large proportion of such easily precipitated casein
into intimate contact and presumably would favor coagulation."

Trout (74) cited the cal9ulations of \Viegner (87)

which indicated that about 2% of the casein in non-homogenized milk is adsorbed on the fat globules, whereas in
homogenized milk 25% of the casein is thus adsorbed.

Such

cas·e in, being fixed, loses its mobility; which was one of
the first conditions for coagulation.
Bridgman (7) attributed the decreased stability . of
milk proteins upon homogenization to vibration or shaking
of milk particles in the homogenizer which caused the
aggregation of colloidal particles and, possibly, to the
streaming potential that was developed in the homogenizer
valve.
Acidity
The degree of· acidity affects mainly the electrical
charges on colloidal protein particles.

Sommer (67) stated

that proteins behave as acids as well as bases.

Their

amphoteric properties are derived from acid carboxyl and
basic amino groups, respectively.
A brief idea about the forms of colloidal protein
particles in milk is presented in the next few paragraphs.
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According to Sommer (66), protei~ particles are classified
as:
(a)

Emulsoids (hydrophilic or lyophilic colloids),

in which the part~cles have affinity for water.

The par-

ticles are stabilized by hydrat~on as well as by their own
electrical charges.
(b)

Suspensoids (hydrophobic or lyophobic col-

loids), in which the particles have very little affinity
f0r

water.

charges.

They are stabilized by their own electrical
Therefore, as soon as their charges are neutral-

ized, precipitation occurs.

That point in which the

positive and negative charges are in equal amount is called
the isoelectric point.

At this point, milk proteins have

maximum tendency to_ precipitate, minimum water holding
capacity, and minimum solubility.

Ferry (27) and Du.rm and

Lewis (25) reported that the diminished solubility is due,
perhaps, to exposure of nonpolar groups when the chain
unfolds at the isoelectric point.
Proteins of milk, other than casein, are typical
emulsoids.

Casein does not distinctly belong to either

class because casein exhibits the properties of an emulsoid
with respect to viscosity, but its affinity for water is not
sufficient to keep the particles in suspension when the
electric charges are neutralized, according to Sommer (67).

16
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Although it was generally accepted that the isoelectric point for milk proteins is at pH 4.7, recent advances
in research have shovvn that each fraction of milk proteins
has its ovvn isoelectric point. · Haurowitz (35) mentioned
.~ hat gamma-casein which forms 3% of the total casein has an
isoelectric point at pH 5.8 - 6.0.

Jenness and Patton (39)

stated that if the isoelectric point is approached very
slowly from the acid side, a fraction preferentially is
precipitated at pH 4.2.
casein.

This corresponds to the alpha-

Beta-casein has an isoelectric point of pH 4.9.

However, Gordon and Whittier (33) reported that the mutual
precipitation of all fractions of casein occurred at pH

4.6.
Whey proteins are true emulsoids, stabilized by
their electric charges and by hydration.

When acid is

added to raw milk, precipitation of the whey proteins will
not occur because they are further stabilized by hydration.
However, the stability of serum proteins is decreased at pH
4.6.

In heated milk the whey proteins co-precipitate with

casein upon acidification, according to Jenness and Patton

( 39).
Casein is not present in milk as such.
associated with calcium phosphate.

It is always

The fact that it cannot

be separated from the calcium phosphate by centrifugation
indicates chemical combination between casein and calcium

.'•,
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phosphate, according to McMeekin and Groves (48}.
.

Jenness

and Patton (39) reported that up to date of their publication (August 1959) it was not known exactly how the calcium
and inorganic phosphate were attached to the caseinate
l).a rticle.

Some workers have considered that the inorganic

phosphate is present ~s a calcium phosphate protected physically by calcium caseinate.

Other workers have favored

the idea that the particles consist of a double calcium
salt of phosphate and casein.
White, Handler, and Smith (85), stated that proteins
are sensitive to change in pH environment.

Jenness and

Patton (39) indicated that caseinate particles are very.
sensitive to changes in pH because they are primarily stabilized by their carried charges and also because casein
binds divalent ions such as calcium and monohydrogenphosphate from the caseinate-phosphate particles, so that
precipitation occurs.

The sensitivity of casein to coagu-

lation is greatly increased by decreasing the pH a few
tenths of a unit below the normal value for milk.

In addi-

tion, they stated that casein particles are stabilized by
raising pH from the isoelectric point, and vice versa.
Sommer (67) mentioned that the charges on protein
particles may be affected by several factors such as reaction, temperature, previous heat treatment, and salts.
Turnbow et al. (76) believed that dissociation of lactic

18
acid plays a part in the instability of the protein parti-

.-

..

cles by neutralizing its equivalent of negative charges on
the protein particles and fat globule.s •
· Mineral ac~ds may also be - expected to decrease the
.~tabili ty of milk protein, because acids by their simplest
definition are subst~ces, charged or uncharged, that liberate hydrogen ions in solution.

Consequently, hydrogen

ions will neutralize their equivalent of negative charges
on. the protein particles and destabilize them.
Ratio of fat to solids-not-fat
Doan (21) stated that as the percentage of fat was
increased, the instability of milk proteins became more
pronounced.

A simi_lar statement was made by Webb and Holm

( 80).

Turnbow et al. (76) gave an explanation for this.
They reported that increasing concentrations of fat resulted in increasing amounts of proteins being adsorbed o~
the greatly increased fat surface.

Thereby the amounts of

proteins which were left were inadequate to maintain a
proper protein-salt balance.
Holland (37) reported that the velocity of coagulation reaction of milk proteins was a function of concentration as well a·s of the temperature and time of heating.
He also reported that the time and · temperature required
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for coagulation of milk proteins were decreased as the concentration of solids-not-fat was increased.

He stated "In

view of the high temperatures necessary for a comparatively
rapid coagulation of the caseinate system, it seems quite
evident that albumin has quite a bit to do with the stability to the heat."
Turnbow et al. (76) found a relationship between
homogenization and fat content of the processed material.
They stated that ··the instability of protein became more
pronounced if the fat content of processed material was
increased, even without ·increasing the homogenization pressure.·

Tracy and Ruehe (72) noticed that feathering of

homogenized coffee cream became more pronounced as the fat
concentration was increased.
Salt content
The colloidal system of milk and its products is
known to be sensitive to change in salt equilibria, because
increasing the concentration of cations results in neutralizing an equivalent amount of negative charges on protein
particles.
As already mentioned, serum proteins of milk are
true emulsoids stabilized by a layer of hydration and by
their ovm electric charges.

However, under some conditions

of heat treatment, serum proteins become sensitive to

20

change·in salt equilibria due to the dehydrating effect
induced by heat treatment.

Casein particles do not belong

to either type of emulsoid or suspensoid; nevertheless,
casein particles resemble susperisoids in respect to their
sensitivity to change in salt equilibria.

Consequently,

precipitation occurs _when their carried negative charges
are neutralized.
The salt balance theory in milk was first suggested
by Sommer and Hart (65).

They reported that

a

critical

balance between the natural basic (calcium and magnesium)
and acidic (citrate and phosphate) salt components of milk
appeared necessary to provide maximum stability to heat
coagulation.

Jenness and Patton (39) reported that the

Sommer and Hart theory is very useful.

However, they

believed that adding calcium ions--which are divalent--to
milk will provide the possibility of cross-linking between
casein micelles.

This interaction results in greater

instability of the caseinate system.

Sodium ions, on the

other hand, are monovalent and would tend to oppose casein
interaction.

Then they stated "The addition of disodium

phosphate, which is commonly used as the stabilizing salt,
would have some tendency to raise the pH of milk slightly,
which also would favor stability."
Turnbow et al. (76), Sommer (68), Jenness and
Patton (39), and Ling (44) all reported that milk proteins
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tend to be less stable as a result of adding ions which
~-\.

,.

have opposite charges to those possessed by protein partfLing (44) stated that increasing concentration of

cles.

calcium ions ·will .cause the instability of casein to be
~ore pronounced.
Ling (44), Turnbow et al. (76), and Sommer (68) all
agreed that adding salts which produce negative charges in
the milk will cause the protein particles to be more stable.

Tracy and Ru.ehe (72) reported similar observations,

but they added, "Excess amount of citrate and phosphate
(which produce negative charges) again destabilized the
protein particles."

Moreover, Morgan (52) stated, "The

most important factor affecting storage stability of milk
products was the total concentration of calcium and phosphate."

On the other hand, Davis and MacDonald (16)

reported that the balance of calcium and magnesium to
phosphate and citrate ions was the chief factor in controlling the chemical stability of fresh milk.
Heat treatment
The major effect of heat treatment upon milk proteins is denaturation.

Up to date scientists have not

agreed what the terms denaturation and coagulation indicate.

Some of them believe that coagulation is reversible

while denaturation is not reversible.

Clark (12) stated,
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"Any change in structure of protein from its native ·state
is called denaturation."

That means even coagulation is

considered a kind of dena tura tion.

Co.l vin ( 14) defined

denaturation as "A~.y non-proteolytic modification of the
~ique structure of a native protein giving rise to definite changes in chemi~al, physical, or biological propperties."
According to studies accomplished by Levy and
Benaglia (43) denaturation involves the cleavage of hydrogen bonds which are responsible for holding parts of the
'

peptide chains of proteins in thei~ native ·structure.
.

McBain (47) theorized that denaturation consiste~
df two processes, lowering solubility and readiness for
coagulation.

Associates of Rogers (62) stated "The term

denaturation probably covers a number of time reactions of ·protein which have a common feature of causing loss of
solub_ility in water and in dilute salt solutions at their
respective isoelectric points." The term denaturation was
defined by Tumerman and Webb (75) as "A process generally
regarded as any modification of the native protein structure, exclusive of primary covalent bond hydrolysis."
Ling (44) and Jenness and Patton (39) agreed that
serum proteins are more affected by heat treatment than
other proteins present in milk.

Ling (44) also stated

that at varying degrees of heat treatment, all milk

,, .

f!' ..
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proteins are denatured.

The experiments of Melachours and

Tuckey (49) showed that when raV'{ milk .was heated up to ·.
140°F for 30 minutes, 0.81% of s~rum protein was dena~red,
whereas much·more was denatured above 145°F.

From their

.~xperiment, Dill and co-workers (19) found that about 1o%
of the serum:.- proteins were denatured when skim milk was
held at 166°F for 8.50 seconds, whereas 81% of the serum
proteins were denatured when it was held at 300°F for 167
se.conds.
From their experiments on heat coagulation of milk,
Pyne and McHenry (60) concluded the following:
1.

Calcium ion concentration and colloidal phos-

phate content appeared to be the chief factors which determined the tendency _of milk to coagulate upon heating.
2.

Acidity (mainly derived from thermal decomposi~-

tion of lactose and casein) and heat denaturation of casein
were supplementary coagulation factors which developed
during the heating process.
3.

Lactose, - as the main source of heat developed

acidity, was an important factor in heat coagulation, ·but
not an essential one.
Hunziker (38) and Evenhuis (26) reported that for
optimum heat stability of milk proteins, the calcium and
magnesium must balance the citrate and phosphate.

Evenhuis

(26) reported, also, a higher citrate content in milk will
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result in ·increased calcium and magnesium in the milk
serum.

Then he stated, "On heating, more calcium phosphate

will be precipitated and more acidity ~ill be developed by
the precipitation of tri-calcium phosphate."
Sommer (68) and Turnbow et al. (76) agreed that heat
treatment has a dehydrating effect on milk proteins,
;,-

leading to decreased stability of the protein particles.
This is especially true with emulsoids, and if the acidity
is relatively high, precipitation takes place, because
hydration plays an important role in their stability.
Freezing
Freezing milk or milk products causes milk proteins
to be less stable, fpr such freezing modifies the native
structure of proteins present.

Desai and Nickerson (18)

concluded" from their experiments with serum proteins and
precipitates from destabilized, concentrated, frozen milk
that both of these fractions were denatured and/or modified.

Sommer (66) and Turnbow et al. (76) reported that

milk proteins were destabilized as a result of the freezing
process due to the increased hydrogen ion concentration and
increased salt concentration in the unfrozen portion.
Nakai, Wilson, and Herreid (53) suggested that firm nets
of hydrogen and hydrophobic bonds are formed upon frozen
storage of milk, which results in loss of stability of the
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protein particles.

Jenness and Patton (39) agreed that the

freezing process has a destabilizing effect on caseinate . ·
t

~;..

.

particles, but they reported that the -main reason for this
effect is the crys~allization of lactose at freezing temp~rature.

They stated, "Floccula_.tion of the caseinate

occurs as soon as the lactose has crystallized."

They

believed that lactose gives a kind of protective action to
the system when it is in a dissolved state; possibly in
this state it binds a sufficient amount of calcium ions to
·-1...

stabilize the system, while the calcium ions are released
upon crystallization.
Sommer (66) and Webb and Hall (79) reported that a
slow freezing process has more pronounced effect in destabilizing the protein particles than a rapid freezing.
However, Doan and Keeney (24) stated, "Freezing per se has
no significant effect on the proteins of milk that can be
detected after thawing, on frozen storage.
calcium caseinate is affected.

However, the

With time it loses its sta-

bility and on thawing appears as a precipitate."

Saito,

Niki, and Hashimoto (64) found in their studies on frozen
milk that the decrease in acidity and increase in viscosity
not~d in the milks after frozen storage were greatest in
concentrated products.
As could be concluded from the above discussion, the

.~·.

t
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colloidal protein system in milk and milk products is a

:·-·.

very sensitive system.

I(

the proteins less stable are essential. in almost every pro-

~r:...

cessing metho·d.

Some of the factors which render

A~ mentioned earlier, proteins in their

~~tive state hold or bind water within their structure;
however, when proteins become less stable some of the bound
water is released.
In a booklet on stabilization published by Swift and
Company (70), bound water was defined as the water held or
absorbed by the action of the stabilizer.

In ice cream and

other frozen products, the bound water is not frozen; it is stabilized and resistant to changes in physical shape • .
When bound water is released, a very common defect among
dairy products, not~bly, wheying off, can exist.

This has

led to using some substances to hold or stabilize the waterin order to maintain a proper stability in the finished
product.

These substances are water-imbibing agents called

stabilizers.
In the bookle-t on stabilization published by Swift
and Company (70) a stabilizer was defined as a substance or
combination of substances which, when added to other materials eliminates or minimizes fluctuation and changes that
otherwise might be expected to occur.
Frandsen and Arbuckle (29) suggested that stabilizers act in two ways:

by formation of a gel structure in

l\
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water, and by combination, with water as water of hydration;

·while

Lucas (46) mentioned that stabilizers are used due to

their ability to absorb water.

~:

:;,

Some of the· investigators thought that there is an
inter-action between stabilizers. and milk components; concerning this, Caulfield (11) recommended the use of stabilizers which will not react and cause precipitation of milk
proteins.
Stabilizers may be protein or carbohydrate in nature.
The major commercial protein stabilizer (gelatin) is known
for its unique binding action for water unduplicated by any
other water-imbibing agent.

Lucas (45) stated "Gelatin has

a tremendous ability to absorb water."
Water is imbibed slowly by gelatin.

Workers at

Swift and Company (70) reported that gelatin forms a kind
of disjointed fibral network, in which part of the water is
bound.

The initial viscosity produced by gelatin is usual-

ly lower than that produced by carbohydrate stabilizers.
Rothwell and Palmer '(63) stated, "One of the major advantages of gelatin is that viscosity developes slowly."
The carbohydrate stabilizers are primarily vegetable
gums, with carboxymethyl cellulose also included.
belong to the polysaccharide family.

They

Their action is done

by absorbing maximum amount of water they can hold.

Work-

ers at Swift and Company (70) stated, "Keeping a stable

C.··.
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viscosity during normal holding periods, is a good ·property
considered for this group· of· stabilizers."
Pearson (57) and Bassett (4) listed many of the
blended .stabilizers currently available on the market, but
he indicated that the following basic ingredients are
mostly·used:

gelatin, gum arabic, guar seed gum, alginate,

locust bean gum, carrageenan, and sodium carboxymethyl
cellulose.

The last named was used in Europe in pharma-

ceuticals and for cosmetic purposes; it was introduced to
the ice cream industry in the U.S.A. in the early nineteen
forties.

Since then it ·has become an important component

· of many commercial stabilizers.

Arbuckle (3) reported that

sodium carboxymethyl cellulose acts as a stabilizer and
emulsifier, with high water holding capacity.
It is interesting to notice that Pearson (57) listed,
the mono and diglycerides under the classification of stabilizers, while the booklet on stabilization published by
Swift and Company (70) considered them as emulsifiers.

The

Federal ice cream standards considered them as emulsifiers

(69).
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Stability of Fat Emulsion
The fat exists in milk as an oil-in-water emulsion.
Emulsion is commonly defined as a colloidal mixture of one
liquid form in another ( 54) ( 39-).

According to Becher ( 5),

there are two types of emulsion, one is oil-in-water . (o/w)
in which the water is the continuous phase; and the other
is water-in-oil (w/o) in which the oil is the continuous·
phase.
The stab~lity of fat emulsion has a tremendous practical importance in the dairy industry.

Before discussing

the factors which affect the stability of the fat emulsion,
it seemed beneficial to mention the forms of instability in
emulsions.

Osipow (55) listed three interrelated forms of

instability in emulsions:
a.

Sedimentation

In this emulsion defect, globules do not disperse
evenly in the dispersion medium, but they tend to accumulate at the top or bottom of the medium in which they are
dispersed.

Usually this is due to a difference in density

between the two phases.
b.

Flocculation

Osipow (55) defined this as "the agglomeration or
striking together of particles in the form of loose and
irregular clusters in which the individual particles can
still be recognized."

He. stated that flocculation causes

the rate of sedimentation to be increased.
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c.

Coalescence

This breaking of emulsion, in which two or more
globules come into contact and merge,· must be ·p receded by
flocc~l~tion~

The rate of coal~scence depends upon the

number of points of contact bet~een the globules.

With

emulsifiers present, _contact points rupture at an extremely
slow rate, otherwise they merge together.
Fat globules in milk are surrounded by a layer of
materials called the fat globule membrane which contains
proteins, enzymes, minerals, and phospholipids.

Associates

of Rogers (62), Sommer (68), and Webb and Hall (79)
reported the protective film of milk protein formed around
fat globules is an important factor in establishing a
stable emulsion in milk.

Its action is to prevent the

coalescence of dispersed fat or oil.

Alexander and Johnson

(2) stated, "Proteins promote only the o/w type emulsion."
The principle protein of the fat globule membrane is
the euglobulin which is essential to the clustering of fat
globules and the formation of normal cream layer, according
to Brunner (8).

He reported also that the question of how

the adsorbed euglobulin contributed to the cluster formation remained unanswered.

However, Jenness and Patton (39)

stated that the euglobulin serves to reduce the fat/plasma
interfacial tensi"on, thus permitting the globules to
approach one another to form clusters.
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Euglobulin as a protein is affected by heat treatment.

Consequently the formation of a cream layer is

affected by heat, too.

Jenness and Patton (39) stated

"Excessive he.a t tr~atment can irreversibly denature the
~~globulin of milk.

Thus, as heat treatments of milk are

intensified beyond th~t for . conventional pasteurization,
progressive loss of cream layer volume occurs."

Therefore,

some of the factors which affect the stability of the proteins such as electrical charges, trauma, freezing and heat
treatment may be anticipated to affect the stability of the
fat emulsion.
On the other hand, Doan and Baldwin (23) stated, .
"Changes in the stability of the protein phase play a very
minor role in either aiding or preventing de-emulsification
of the fat when cream is frozen."
Associates of Rogers (62), Sommer (66) (68), Webb
and Hall (79), McBain (47), and Holland (36) all agreed
that fat emulsion is destroyed or broken upon freezing.
Sommer (66) explained the mechanism of breaking the fat
emulsion due to freezing on the basis that changing some of
the water to ice crowds the fat globules closer together,
whi'ch will tend to cause the fat to collect into large
granules.
thawing.

The result is that oiling-off occurs after
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Bell and Sanders (6) concluded from their experiments on frozen milk and cream that the size, number of fat
globules, and variation in the temperature have a great
influence on· the s.tabili ty of fat emulsion.

A method was

~uggested by Jenness and Patton (39) to measure the stability o"f fat emulsion by first freezing it; and if it was
not well stabilized, after thawing fat droplets would be
seen.
Sommer {67) reported that the charge on the fat
globules is negative because the negative hydroxyl ions
are absorbed more strongly than the positive hydrogen ions.
Sommer {67), Becher (5), Alexander and Johnson (2), and
Turnbow et al. (76) all agreed that addition to the emulsion of ions which are positively charge_d and will have the
effect of neutralizing their equivalent of .the negative
charges will result in breaking the emulsion.
Alexander and Johnson (2), Turnbow et al. (76), and
McBain (47) mentioned several other factors which tend to
destabilize the fat _emulsion; namely, (a) mechanical
forces, such as churning, heating, and freezing, and (b)
chemical destruction, which was meant by Turnbow et al.
(76) to be the addition of an acid or acidic salt.

The

added salt or acid delivers positive ions to the system and
causes destabilization of the fat emulsion due to their
neutralizing effect on the negative charges carried by
the fat globules.
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In addition, the protein which stabilizes the fat emulsion
will be digested as a result" of adding acid in concentrated
forms •
. McBain (47) reported that · heating under pressure was
another factor which destabilized emulsions.
· Sommer (68) and Becher (5) agreed that Brownian
movement was a factor which would cause breaking of the fat
emulsion.

Sommer (68) added some- other factors such as

interfacial tension and gravitation.

Gravitation was

defined by Tweney and ~ughes (77) as that force of nature
which manifests itself as a mutual attraction between
· masses.
In addition to the factors which destabilize the fat
emulsion, it has been beneficial to study the factors which
tend to stabilize the fat emulsion (or ~ow to maintain a
stable emulsion) due to its practical importance in the
dairy industry.
McBain (47) stated that an emulsion can be stabilized by maintaining the negative charges on the emulsion
particles (adding basic salts).

Sommer (68) considered

this factor to be the most important one.

Alexander (1)

reported that the presence or formation of a third substance or phase which could serve as a stabilizing agent
was the chief factor in determining the stability of the
emulsion.·

On the other hand, Becher (5) reported that the
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strength and compactness of the interfacial film were the
important factors which affected the stability of fat
emulsion.

Bull (9) stated that the st~bility of an emul-

sified Bmulsion depended principally on the state of the
film formed at the oil-water interface by the emulsifier.
Interfacial tension seemed to have but little effect on the
stability.
Davies (17) had a different point of view in the
formation of a stable emulsion.

He reporte·d that the sur-

face tension of the liquid should not be great enough to
withdraw the film from between the globules.

Clayton (13)

mentioned the factors which enhance the stability of an
emulsion, namely, fine dispersion of the globules, a minimum difference in the densities of the continuous and noncontinuous phases, a viscous continuous phase, and a stable .,
film around the globules.
The homogenization process tends to stabilize the
fat emulsion of milk against gravity or centrifugal separation.

The number of fat globules is increased seven to

eight fold and a new adsorbed globule membrane is formed
which is composed largely of proteins and enzymes from the
plasma.

The phospholipid-protein complex. is absent from

the newly formed membrane, according to Doan (22).

The fat

globules in homogenized milk are evenly dispersed and their
size is greatly reduced; in addition, the euglobulin which
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tends to form fat clusters invariably is denatured by
pasteurization and/or the trauma of homogeniz_a tion; thus
homogenized milk does · not tend to form a cream layer on
standing.

Doan (22) also reported that an increased vis-

c-0sity of homogenized milk is d~e to the greater fat -dispersion and to the total adsorption of colloidal substances
on the increased fat s~rface.
Fat and water are immiscible substances.

Fat tends

to ·separate and float on the surface of water due to its
lower specific gravity.

Therefore, the efficacy of sub-

stances which tend to keep the fat and water in intimate
contact during manufacturing operations is obvious.

These

substances are called emulsifiers.
Arbuckle (3) - defined an emulsifier as a substance
which will produce an emulsion of two liquids that do not
naturally mix.

He mentioned two types of emulsifiers used

in the manufacture of ice cream; namely, (a) mono-and diglyceri_d es, and (b) polyoxyethylene.

The use of these

ingredients in ice cream manufacturing is restricted to
· 0.2~ of the finished product by the Federal standards.

An

emulsifier was defined by Bull (9) as a third substance
which, when added to the system previous to . the emulsification, stabilized the emulsion when it was formed.

He

classified emulsifiers into two classes, (1) those which
tend to stabilize an oil-in-water emulsion, and (2) those
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which tend to stabilize a water-in-oil emulsion.

He

reported that if the emulsifier is more easily wetted by
oil than water, it will tend to produ9e a water-in-oil
emulsion, and vice.- versa.

In t}:le f ·o rmation of either type

of
emulsion using almost any emulsifier, both oil-in-water
..
and water-in-oil emulsions appear simultaneously; but the
type of emulsion favored by the particular emulsifier is
•

the more stable and after a time it greatly predominates.

Then he stated, "With or without an emulsifier, emulsions
are unstable BJ."ld cream after a time. ff
In the booklet on stabilization published by Swift
and Company (70) this explanation of how emulsifiers work
was given.

The complex molecules of emulsifiers consist

of two parts.

One part of the molecule is soluble in water

and is called the hydrophilic portion of the molecule.

The

other part of the molecule is soluble in the fat and is
called the lipophilic portion of the molecule.

Hence, the

molecule of the emulsifier acts to bring the fat and water
into intimate contact.
Kosikowski (40) attributed to Moreno (51) the statement, "The rise in pH by emuls-ifiers ionizes the fat membrane whose isoelectric point is around 5.2 and helps
eventually in the emulsification by keeping the fat dispersed due to similarly charged particles."

Kosikowski

(40) mentioned some of the emulsifiers which are used for
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processed cheese and permitted under Federal standards

of

identity; namely, phosphates, citrates, and tartrate.
Emulsifiers nowadays are becom~ng an important
ingred-ient of many dairy products. · However, Arbuckle (3)
stated some investigators think that emulsifiers tend to
favor the development of the defect in ice cream called
shrinkage.

Hence, their effects must . be considered care-

fully before using them in a given product.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Body and Texture Measurements
Each lot of ,the product made during the experiment~tion was examined organoleptically.

For more precise

measurement and compa~ison of body firmness, a Precision
Scientific Company Penetrometer with 1/10 millimeter divisions was used.
The penetrometer readings were determined strictly
according to the procedure given by the Precision Scientific Company (59).
a.

Level the instrument carefully by means of t~e
leveling screws in the base (no. 14 in diagram,
Figure 1.)
-

b.

Set dial _(no. 4) to zero.

c.

Adjust height of mechanism head so as to bring
the point of the penetrating instrument (no. 12)
exactly into contact with the surface of the sample.

d.

In adjusting the height of the mechanism head,
release lock screw (nc. 5) and make a coarse
adjustment by means of the coarse adjusting
screw (knob directly opposite lock screw on mechanism head). Be sure to lock the head securely
by means of the lock screw (no. 2).

e.

Make the final "contact" adjustment by means of
the micrometer adjusting screw (no. 10).

f.

Release the testing plunger (no. 11) by
releasing the clutch trigger (no.7) allowing
penetrating instrument to descend into the sample
for exactly five seconds: Then immediately lock
it by closing the clutch trigger (no. 7).
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Figure 1:

"Precision" Universal penetrometer parts identification
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g.
T

To read the depth of penetration, push down the
depth gauge (no. 2) gently as far as it will go.
The dial reading now ·indicates the depth of penetration directly in tenths of · mm.

The penetrometer readings were made on samples put
in a cold room (36°.F) by choosing five spots within each
package at the following stages:·
1.

Twenty-four hours after processing, and each 24 . .
hour interval thereafter for seven days.

2.

Twenty-four hours after processing, and every
week f.or eight weeks.

Wheying Off
Two samples from eac~ lot were taken • . The first
-

sample was put in a Westinghouse home freezer (-15 to

-20°C) immediately after processing and kept overnight.
The other sample was kept at 70°F for six hours before
overnight freezing.

The samples were then put in a runnel

which contained S & S "shark-skin" medium filter paper

(32 cm), and covered with the package which had contained
the sample in such a way as to retard evaporation.

(See

Figure 2).
The samples were kept ~tanding for 12 hours to drain
off the whey into a flask.

Then the amount of whey was

measured in a graduated cylinder.

Figure 2:

\p}Jaratus for dete~mination of am ount
thawed sampl0s .

OJ~

vlheying off in the frozen and

..p,.
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Fat Percent in the Samples
Fat percent was determined on a model D Mojonnier
tester strictly according to the Mojorµiier method for fat
( 34) u·sing approxil'!la tely one gram of the sample; 6 ml o·f

distilled water (60-70°C) were added to . dilute the sample.
Moisture Percent in the Samples
The total solids were determined on a model D
Mojonnier tester strictly according to Mojonnier method for
total solids (34) using· approximately 1 g of the sample.
The samples were diluted with hot distilled water (60-79°C).
Moisture was determined by difference.
Salt Determination in the Samples
The method for potentiometric determination of salt
in cheese which was given by Fox (28) was used to determine
the salt percent in the samples.

A Beckman pH meter, model

H2, was used as the -potentiometer and a silver electrode
was used.

The procedure was as follows:

a.

Approximately 2.0 g of the sample was weighed
accurately on single pan electrical Mettler
balance into a 250 ml beaker.

b.

Diluted nitric acid solution (100 ml) was added
(1.5 ml concentrate HN0 per liter distilled
3
water).
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c.

Beakers were placed- in a water bath at _abou~
60°C for -at le_a st 15 minutes •

d.

The mixture was titrated when convenient with
0.1N AgNO until a difference of +225 mv .was
obtained ~etween the silver electrode and the .
saturated calomel electrode. This was the _e nd
point. · ( The silver rti tra te solution was prepared by drying reagent grade AgN0 in an oven
at 105°C for two hours and cooling 3in a desiccator. With an analytical balance, 16.989 g _
were weighed and transferred to a 1000 ml vol_- ._.
umetric flask. It was filled to volume with ·
distilled wat~r.)

e.

The salt percent was calculated using this
equation:

ml of AgN0 solution x N x Meq
= percent of NaCl ,
wt. of 3the sample (g)
x 100
Where Meq = milliequivalent of NaCl° per ml -of
1 normal AgNo •
·
3
Protein Percent
The Kjeldahl method for nitrogen was modified as
follows:
a.

Filter papers, S & S no. 604 (5½ cm), were
rinsed in paraffin wax and weighed accurately
on electrical single pan Mettler balance.

b.

About 2.Q g of the sample was weighed on the
filter paper.

c.

The digestion mixture was prepared which contained 10 g potassium sulfate and 0.3 g copper
sulfate.

d.
e.

The digestion mixture, sample, and 30 ml H so
2 4

were put in an 800 ml Kj~ldahl flask.

The flasks were put on a Laboratory Construction Company electrical single heat Kjeldahl
digestion unit.
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f.

The flasks were rotated every 10 minutes until
the mixture was digested off the sides of the
flask.

g.

The digestion was continued. for
contents appeared "green" ·.

h.

The f~asks were cooled, and 250 ml distilled
water added after which the flasks were cooled
again.

i.

Erlenmeyer . receiving flasks with 50 ml 4.0%
boric acid solution were prepared.

j.

Sodium hydroxide solution (40%) was added
(80-85 ml) to the sample in the flask. Three
pieces zinc shot were added carefully. The
flask was connected to a distillation apparatus
and delivery tubes were placed in the receiving
flasks containing the boric acid solution. Then
the heating elements were turned on.

k.

Approximately 250 ml of distillate were collected.

1.

Three drops of 0.1% methyl red-methylene blue
indicator. in alcohol were added, and the distillate titrated with 0.0714N HCl until a steel gray
color was obtained.
,

m.

A blank containing digestion mixture and acid
plus one gram sugar was given the same treatment.

½ hour

after

The calculation of N% was as follows:
ml HCl (sample) - ml HCl (blank)
x Normality acid x 0.014 x 100 = N%
Sample wt. ( g)

%protein=%

N x 6.38.

pH Meter Reading
A Leeds and Northrup expanded scale pH meter model

7405-A1 was used.

The instructions were followed strictly

as given by the company (41).
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The readings for samples were taken at these
stages:
1.

During processing operatio~s of the samples,
just before homogenization.

2.

After homogenization.

J.

Twenty-four hours after processing.

4.

Then the readings were taken in each sample in
duplicates every week for eight weeks.

The residue of the examined sample was removed from
the electrodes by means of white facial tissue, then the
electrodes were washed with distilled water and dried by
means of white facial tissue in order to minimize the
stickage of fat to the electrodes.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using the penetrometer, the bo~y of the samples was
measured twenty-fo:ur hours after processing, and each
~wenty-four hour interval thereafter for seven days.

The

firmness of body was maintained through the seventh day
measurement in some samples as shoV'ffi in Table 1, whereas in
other samples the penetrometer reading increased a few
tenths mm which was not significant.
The body of the samples was also measured twentyfour hours after processing, and every week for eight
weeks.

The body of all the samples was markedly softer at

the end of the eighth week as shoV'ffi in Table 2.
Gels are linked together by forces which are usually
weak, such as hydrogen bonds.

These bonds can be distorted

or broken easily by physical trauma, changes in pH and salt
balance, or other ionic shifts which occur; and the body of
the gels become weaker.

Possibly this explains the changes

in the body of the samples during experimentation.

Unfor-

tunately, the work done in this investigation did not yield
the answers to the cause of this phenomenon.

TABLE 1

Penetrability of spread-type dairy product during first seven days after making

Lot
No.

293
294
295
296
297
298
299

300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312

Penetrometer reading on

First

Second
day

Third
day

Fourth
day

Fifth
day

Sixth
. d'ay

Seventh
day

166.2
107.4
138. 2
86.8
80.4
77.0
83.2
77.8
76.4
79.0
76.2
112. 4
75.8
70.4
119. 4
80.8
80.0
69.6
67.4
91. 2

170.2
11 o. 6
145.4
90.0
84.4
78.6
86.8
77.0
75.0
79.2
75.4
11 o. 8
73.6
70.0
129.2
83.6
86.0
75.4
73.2
94.2

172.2
111.8
145.2
92.6
86.4
78.8
84.4
76.4
78.6
81.8
79.0
107.2
73.6
69.0
128.6
86.2
91.8
78.6
76.6
96.2

173.2
110~ 6
147.4
92.8
84.4
76.6
81. 4
75.2
75.8
79.8
76.2
103.6
75.0
73.2
131. 8
87.6
88.0
75.8
74.2
96.0

172.8
110. 0
145.2
87.8
81.6
79.0
79.4
74.6
75.6
79.2
77.0
102.2
73.6
70.8
132.6
83.8
87.0
76.0
73.8
97.0

172.8
109.0
143.8
90.4
79.4
77.0
80.4
73.8
77. 1
80.0
78.8
100.2
75.6
73.0
139. 4
85.4
88.4
76.8
74.2
98.8

· 173.2
107.0
142.6
87.4
81. 2
78.0
84.2
76.4
76.6
79.2
77.6
97.0
76.0
73.2
134. 6
84.0
88.2
77.4
74.2
98.-4

day

Average
reading

171
109
144 .
90
82 78
82
76 '
77
80
77
105
75
71
131
85
87
76
73
96
.p..

-.J

'I'ABLE 2
Penetrability of spread-type dairy product ever'y week for eight weeks after making
Lot
No.

293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312

Initial
penetrometer
reading after
24 hours

169.0
112.2
140.0
86.6
84.0
73.6
75.2
85.4
75.6
77.8
75.8
111 . 4
81.0
70.2
98.2
75.4
82. 0
71.0
67.0
133.0

Penetrometer reading at end of
First
week

Second Third Fourth
week week
week

Fifth
week

Sixth Seventh Eighth
week
week
week

175.2
114.2
146.2
88.4
86.0
7 3. 0
77.6
87.8
76.2
81.4
76.6
105.6
81. 2
72.6
115.4
79.2
91.0
85.0
.76.0
138.6

180.2
130.8
153.0
91. 2
90.6
80.6
79.0
92.8
82.8
83. 8
79.0
106.8
80.4
71.4
116.6
78.0
87.0
85.0
74.0
143.6

215.0
172.6
177.4
116. 4
121. 2
97.4
97.2
130.6
11 3. 4
116.6
107.0
123.0
94.2
82.6
159.4
79.0
94.0
88.0
81.0
156.0

217.4
174.4
180.6
1 36. 4
139.2
110. 4
103.6
144.2
124.2
128. 0
119.8
131. 6
95.0
84.0
171.4
80.0
94.0
86.0
84.0
166.0

190.2
144.4
163.0
97.6
97.0
87.0
87.8
98.0
87.6
95.6
82.6
112.2
79.6
71.8
135.6
82.0
92.0
85. O
79.0
146.6

206.8
161. 8
170.0
105.4
107.2
89.4
90.8
112. 6
100.2
99.8
94.4
121. 2
88.6
79.4
152.0
78.0
92.0
86.0
76.0
146.8 .

217.2
183.0
185.2
151. 4
158.2
121.4
104.8
162.0
136.0
139.2
122.8
134.0
96.8
88.0
175.8
82.0
95.0
90.0
85.0
174.0

237.8
195.2
194.0
157.4
167.0
129. 0.
104.6
167.0
139.2
144.6
126.0
137.0
99.6
90.0
186.6
87.0
99.0
91. 0
87.0
117.0

Average
penetrability
reading

--

205
159
171
118
121
98
93
135
116
11 1
101
135
89
80
151
81
93
81
80
156

CX>
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During experimentation, different types of stabilizers and milk solids-not-fat were used at different concentrations to determine their effect .on body, texture, and
water :holding capa~ity of the finished product as a part of
t .h e search for the combination of ingredients that would
result in the most de_s irable body and texture.
A series of three lots of the product was made to
- determine the effect of using different combinations of
solids-not-fat on the body and texture of finished product.
A combination of equal amounts of CMC (0.1% of finished
product) and gelatin (0.1% of finished product) was used as
a stabilizer.
In the lot no. 293, equal amounts of nonfat dry
milk (6.25%) and Cheddar cheese whey powder were used as
the source of milk solids-not-fat.

The body was soft as

the results shown in Table 3 indicated; for the average
penetrability reading at the end of the eighth week was

205 tenths mm.

The same formula was used in lot no. 294

as it was in lot no.; 293 except the NFDM was used as the
sole source of milk solids-not-fat at a concentration of
12.5%

The body of the finished product was firmer; the

average penetrability reading was 159 tenths mm as shown
in Table 3.

Since the total solids in lots numbered 293

and 294 were almost the same (56.4194% and 56.2401 %,
respective l y), the difference in the body indicated that

'-._.,.I

TABLE 3
Type and level of stabilizers and milk serum solids and the penetrability of spreadtype dairy _product at eighth week age

Lot
No.

Added milk solids-not-fat
Average
Total
pene-trabili ty
stabilizer
Total
at 8 weeks age
Type
level·% solids% tenths millimeter
level%

Stabilizers
Type

293

0.1%CMC+0.1%gelatin

0.20

294
295

0.1%CMC+0.1%gelatin
0.1%CMC+0.1%gelatin

0.20
0.20

296

modified food sta~ch
No. 4832

297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312

"

II
II
II

0.085%CMC+0.085%gel.
0.13%CMC+0.13% gel.
0.085%CMC+0.085%gel.
II

II

II

II

II

II

0.125%CMC+0.125%gel.
0.085o/oCMC+0.085%gel.
II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

12. 5

56.41"94

205

12.5
11. 0

56.2401
56.8496

159
171

0.22

6.25%NFDM + 6.25%
Cheddar whey powder
NFDM
6.3%NFDM + 4.7%
Cheddar whey powder
NFDM

14.5

58.0111

121

0.44
0.66
0.40
o. 10
o. 17
0.26
0. 17
o. 17
o. 17
o. 17
0.25
o. 17
o. 17
o. 17
o. 17
o. 17

NFDM
NFDIYI
Condensed skimmilk
N:b,DM
N},DlV
I
NFDM
Condensed skimmilk
NlilDII/I
Nli'DM
Condensed skimmilk
NFDM
NFDM
NPDM
NFDM
NFDM
N:B:DIVI

14.5
14.5
37.8
14.3
14.3
14.3
38.9
14. 1
14. 1
38.5
14.0
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

59.1698
60.4303
61.4647
57.4390
60.1618
59.7458
59.5573
59.5977
60.8784
59.8459
59.0407
61.6794
61.4272
59.8717
61.0267
52.2625

118
98
93
1°35
116
111
101
135
89
80
151
81
93
97
80
156

Vl
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the Cheddar cheese whey powder . tended to promote softness
of the finished product.

The last statement was confirmed

in that lot no. 295, which contained 6..3% of NFDM and 4~7%
of Chea.d·a r cheese vyhey powder, had an average penetrability

~t the end of the eighth week of 171 tenths mm.
Next, a series of five lots of the product was made
to determine the efficacy of using a modified food cornstarch no. 4832 as stabilizer and the optimum level of the
starch to use.
In lots numbered 296, 297, and 298, modified food
cornstarch no. 4832 was used as stabilizer at the concentration of 0.22%, 0.44% and 0.66% of the finished produ_c t,
respectively.

NFDM was used to supply the milk solids-not-

fat at the same concentration (14.5%) in the three lots.
The average penetrability readings at the end of the eighth
week were 121 tenths mm, 118 tenths mm, and 98 tenths mm,
respectively.

Thus, the firmest body was obtained when the

highest level of stabilizer was used (in lot no. 298) and a
softer body at the lowest level of stabilizer (in lot no.

296).

However, lot no. 298 also contained the highest

total solids, and this may have contributed to firmness,
too.

The increased level of NFDM in the three lots was

anticipated to give relatively firm body.

•
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In lot no. 299, modified food cornstarch no. 4832
was used as stabilizer at the level of · 0.4%, and 37.8% of
condensed ·skimmilk was used as the source of milk solidsnot-fat..

This combination of ingredients gave the firmest

body, the penetrability of which was 93 tenths mm, compared
with the previous samples.

Since lot no. 297 had a like

level of the starch, it appeared that the extra firmess
came from some properties of the condensed skimmilk.

.

· Modified food cornstarch no. 4832 at the 0.1~ level
and 14.3% of NFDrtf were used in lot no. 300.
bility reading obtained was 135 tenths mm.

The penetraThe body of

this lot was soft compared with lots numbered 296, 297, and
298, in which higher levels of the same stabilizer were
used.

Too, the level of milk solids-not-fat (NFDM) was

lowest of all the samples in which modified food cornstarch
no. 4832 was used.

These unintentional and sometimes

unexplained variations in level of total solids made the
evaluation of the effect of a given introduced variable
difficult.

Withal, . however, it was found that the higher

the level of modified food cornstarch no. 4832 used, the
firmer was the body obtained.
The differences in firmness, the greater tendency to
wheying off, and a generally poorer texture in lots made
with the modified· food cornstarch no. 4832 resulted in its
not being considered further.
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. Another series of three lots of the product was
made ·to determine the effidacy of using different levels
and types of stabilizers

(cmc

and gelatin) with different

levels and types of milk solid~-not-fat (NFDM and condensed
skimmilk.)
Equal amounts of CMC ( o.·o85%) and gelatin (0.085%)
were used in lot no. 301 with 14.3% of NFDM level.

The

total solids in this lot were 60.1618% and the average
penetrometer reading was 116 tenths mm.

Higher levels of

CMC (0.13%) and gelatin (0.13%) were used in lot no. 302
with the same level of NFDM ( 14. Jfo) as used in lot no. 301.
The average penetrometer reading was 111 tenths mm. and the
total solids were 59.7458%.

The total solids in lot no.

302 were less than the total solids in lot no. 301, yet the
body was firmer in lot no. 302.

Presumably this was due ~o

the higher level of stabilizers used in lot no. 302.
Again a relatively firm body was obtained in lot no.

303 in which the source of milk solids-not-fat was condensed skimmilk (3~-9%).

The average penetrability reading

and the total solids were 101 tenths mm and 59.5573%,
respectively.

The body of lot no. 299, in which condensed

skimmilk was used, was firmer than the body of lot no. 303.
This was likely due to the higher level of stabilizer used
in lot no. 299, since it had been found that the starch
stabilizer did not tend to give the same firmness as
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gelatin and CMC at comparable levels.
As would be expected, the level of NFDM was found to
have an effect on the body of the finished produ~t.

This

was clear in .lot no. 304 in which the same level of stabilizers used as lot no. 301 but a lower level of NFDM
(14.1%).

The averag~ penetrometer reading for lot no. 304

was 135 tenths mm compared with 116 tentns mm obtained in
lot no. 301.
The same formula was used in lots no. 305 and no.
304, yet a firmer body was obtained in the former sample
(89 tenths mm).

This difference in penetrability could not

be accounted for by the higher total solids in lot no. _305.
Probably it was due to higher pressure being used in the
second stage of the homogenizer in lot no. 304.
Condensed skimmilk (38.5%) was used as the source of
milk-not-fat in lot no. 306.
(0.085%) were used, too.

CMC (0.085%) and gelatin

A firm body was obtained again.

This confirmed the · results obtained in lots numbered 303
and 299, in which the condensed skimmilk was used also,
that there were some factors (perhaps the heat treatment
given the proteins) which made for firmer body when condensed skimmilk from the source used was substituted for
NFDM as a source of milk solids-not-fat.
Unexpected results were obtained in lot no. 307 in
which a large batch was made.

Higher levels of CMC
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(0.125%) and gelatin (0.125%) were used and the level of
NFDM· ( 14%) was not too low.

.However, a soft body was

obtained compared with lot no. 302 wh_ich had almost similar
level · of CMC, gelatin, and NFDM.

However, this was prob-

~bly due to the large size of the batch processed.

Likely

there .was less momentary heating to higher temperatures
during processing, or possibly a lower pressure was used in
the second stage of homogenization.

More work must be done

on the processing of big batches before the product can be
processed in commercial-size lots.
In lots numbered 308, 309, 310, 311, and 312, the
same level of CMC (0.085%) and gelatin (0.085%) were used
with 14.3% NFDM.

The average penetrability after the

eighth week showed variations.

The total solids were

61.6794%, 61.4272%, 59.8717o/o, 61.0267%, . and 52.2625%,
respectively, as shown in Table 3.

The firmness of the

body of the finished product varied according to the percent of the total solids.

The higher the total solids, the

firmer was the body obtained.

This was obvious in lot no.

312, the total solids of which was 52.2625% and the average
penetrability reading was 156 tenths mm.
The other part of experimentation was to determine
the amount of wheying off in the samples following
freezing.

Two samples fro m each lot were taken.

The first

sample was frozen i mmediately after processing and kept
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overnight.

The other sample was kept at 70°F for . six hours

before overnight freezing.
In the lots numbered 293, 294, . and 295, in which the
same level of stab.i lizers were used but different levels of
~he milk solids-not-fat were used, the amount of wheying
off was varied ( Table_ 4).
In lot no. 293 in which equal amounts of NFDM and
Cheddar cheese whey powder was used, the amount of wheying
off for the sample which was frozen immediately after processing and for the sample which was kept six hours at 70°F
before freezing was 28 ml and 19 ml, respectively.

The

source of milk solids-not-fat in lot no. 294 was NFDM qnly;
the amount of wheying off was 35 ml and O ml, . respectively.
A combination of NFDM (6.3%) and Cheddar cheese whey
powder . (4.7%) were used in lot no. 295.

The amount of

wheying off was 27 ml and tt'aces, respectively.

These

results indicated that the NFDM had better properties concerning the water holding capacity than the Cheddar cheese
whey powder.
In lots numbered 296, 297, and 298, the same level
of NFDM was used but different levels of stabilizer
(modified food cornstarch no. 4832) were used.
In lot no. 296 the level of stabilizer was 0.22%.
The amount of wheying off for the sample which was frozen
immediately after processing was 34 ml and for the sample

C,
TABLE 4
Amount of wheying off from spread-type dairy product after freezing and thawing
Lot
No.

Wheying off:
sample frozen
immediately
after processing
ml whey

Wheying off:
sample frozen
after held 6
hours at 70c,F
ml whey

Level-% and type
of stabilizers

Level% and source
of milk serum solids

0.1CMC+0.1 gelatin

6. 25 NFDM+6. _25
Cheddar whey powder
12.5 NFDVI
6.3 NFDM+4.7
Cheddar whey powder
14.5 NFDM

293

28

19

294
295

35
27

0
traces

296

34

297
298
299

22
0
5

traces
0

300
301
302
303

2

II

II

II

II

modified food
cornstarch No.4832
II

II

II

II

0

II

II

45
48
35
27

9
19
0
21

II

II

II

II

0.085CMC+0.085gel.
0.13CMC+0.13 gel.

304
305
306

58
10
0

0

traces

0.085CMC+0.085gel.

307
308
309
310
311
312

traces
0
9
12
24
18

0
5
·9
5
13

0

0

II

II

II

II

0.125CMC+0.125gel.
0.085CMC+0.085gel.
II

II

II

II

"
"

II

"

14.5 NFDM
14.5 NFDM
37.8 Condensed
skimmilk
14.3 NFDM
14.3 NFDM
14.3 NFDM
38.9 Condensed
skimmilk
14. 1 NFDI\1
14.1 NFDM
38.5 Condensed
skimmilk
14.0 NFDM
14.3 NFDM
14. 3 NFDM '
14.3 NFDM
14~3 NFDM
14.3 NFDM

V1
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kept at 70°F for six hours before freezing w~s 2 ml.

With

lot no. 297, in which the level of stabilizer was 0.44%, 22
ml and trace amounts of whey were obtained.

A higher level

(0.66%} of stabil~zer was used ·in lot no. 298; no wheying
off occurred.

The higher the level of stabilizer used, the

less amount of wheyi~g off obtained with higher levels of
modified food cornstarch no. 4832.

Using this particular

stabilizer at relatively high levels precluded wheying off
but the desired body and texture was not achieved in the
finished product.
Condensed skimmilk was used as the source of milk
solids-not-fat in lot no. 299; 0.4% of modified food cornstarch no. 48 32 served as stabilizer.

0nl_y 5. ml of wheying

off was obtained from the sample frozen ·immediately after
processing and no wheying off obtained from the sample kept
at 70°F for six hours before freezing.

Looking at these

results and the results obtained with lot no. 297 which
contained almost the same level of modified food cornstarch
no. 4832 but in which the source of milk solids-not-fat was
different, less amount of wheying off and firmer body
obtained in lot no. 299, but softer body (more desired) and
more wheying off (not desired) obtained in lot no. 297.
The level of modified food cornstarch no. 4832 used
in lot no. 300 was 0.1% and the level of NFDM was 14.3%.
The amount of wheying off for the ·s ample frozen irrunediately

I

.
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after processing was 9 ml.

It was worthwhile to notice

that the least amount of modified food cornstarch no~ 4832
used in lot no. 300 gave a higher amount of wheying off
than the lots in which higher l ·evels of the same stabilizer
used, thus demonstrating that this stabilizer, too, has the
capacity to bind water.
The same level of NFDM (14.3%) was used in lots
numbered 301 and 302, but different levels of stabilizers
were used.

In lot no. 301, a combination of CMC (0.085%)

and gelatin (0.085%) was used, while in lot no. 302 the CMC
level was 0.13% and gelatin level was 0.13%, too.

The

amounts of wheying off for lot no. 301 were 48 ml and 1.9
ml, and for lot no. 302 the amounts were 35 m+ and 0 ml,
respectively.

The less amount of wheying off in lot no.

302 was due to the higher level of stabilizers used, in
accordance with the pattern previously noticed.
Condensed skirnmilk (38.9%) as the source of milk
solids-not-fat with equal amounts of CI-/IC (0.085%) and gelatin (0.085%) were used in lot no. 303.

The same type and

level of stabilizers were used in lot no. 306, and almost
the same level of condensed skimmilk (38.5%) was used.
The amounts of wheying off for the two lots were quite
different.

The amount of wheying off obtained from lots

numbered 303 and 306 frozen immediately after processing
was 27 ml and 0 ml, and for the samples kept at 70°F for
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six hours before freezing was 21 ml and O ml, respectively.
This variation was probably due to the difference in
acidity as indicated by the pH readi~gs for the two samples
after· processing.

The pH for lot no. 303 was 5.6 and the

pH reading for lot no. 306 was 6.01.

When the pH of the

proteins becomes nearer to the isoelectric point, the water
holding capacity of the protein decreases.
In lots numbered 304 and 305, the · same level of NFDIVI

(14.l%) and combination of CMC (0.085%) and gelatin
(0.085%) were used.

The amounts of wheying off for the two

samples numbered 304 and 305, frozen immediately after processing, were 58 ml and 16 ml, respectively.

Again pr~-

sumably, this was due mainly to the differen~e in the pH of
the samples.

The pH reading for lot no. 304 after pro-

cessing was 5.75 and for lot no. 305 was 5.98.

The amount -

of wheying off for the two lots numbered 304 and 305 kept
at 75°F for six hours before freezing were Omland traces,
respectively.
Higher levels of CMC (0.125%) and gelatin (0.125%)
were used in lot no. 307 with 14.0% NFDM.

The amount of

Wheying off for the samples frozen immediately after processing and for the samples kept at 70°F for six hours
before freezing were traces and O ml, respectively.

The

higher level of stabilizers used in this lot precluded the
wheying ·o ff.
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In lots numbered 308, 309, 310, 311, and 312, the
same level of CMC (0.085%) and gelatin (0.085%) were used
with 14.3% NFDM.

The amounts of wheying off obtained from

these· samples were not great as shown in Table 4.
In other trials during ~xperimentation, sodium
caseinate was used ~s the source of part of the milk
solids-not-fat.

The results indicated that sodium

caseinate has excellent water holding capacity, but the
desired body and texture in the finished product could not
be achieved, for the body of the finished product was too
soft and sticky.
Some factors which affect the water holding capacity of the finished product should be kept in mind.

The

water holding capacity of gelatin as a protein and other
proteins present in the product is minimized by some processing treatments such as heat treatment, stirring the
ingredients during processing, the traumatic action of the
homogenizer, and the pressure of homogenization used.
All the results in Table 4 showed that the amount
of wheying off obtained from all the samples kept at 70°F
for six hours before freezing was less than the amount of
wheying off obtained from the samples frozen immediately
after processing.

This was attributed to the probability

that keeping the samples at this temperature and for this
length of time helped in gel formation in the finished
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product and consequently .the water holding capacity was
increased.
.

I

The pH readings for the samples were taken during

processing just before homogenization, after homogenization, and after 24 hours of storage at J6°F.
All the results showed that the pH reading increased
after homogenizatiop process; furthermore, the pH reading
. increased after 24 hours storage at J6°F as shown in Table

5• .
Heating the product will cause the solubility of
calcium and phosphorus to be decreased and shift to colloidal state, which will result in increased acidity or
lowered pH.

In addition, in concentrated products there is

a tendency for calcium phosphate -and calcium citrate to
accumulate in the colloidal state.

This will result in

liberating hydrogen ions, and pH is lowered.
However, keeping the _samples at a relatively_ low
temperature (36°F) will cause the colloidal calcium and
phosphorus to shift to a dissolved state, thus increasing
the pH.
The results in Table 6 showed that there was a continuous change in the pH of the samples from week to week;
in other words, the pH readings were decreasing and
increasing.

This was thought to be a result of the con-

tinuous shift of the calcium and phosphorus from colloidal
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TABLE 5
pH of spread-type dairy product before and after
homogenization

Lot
No.

293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312

pH reading
before
homogenization

5.50
5.52
5.50
5.79 ·
5.80
5.75
5.80
5.55
5.55
5.55
5.60
5.65
5.95
5.99
5.60
6.08
5.68
6. 10
6.09
5.50

pH reading
af.ter
homogenization

5.60
5.62
5.60
5.90
5.90
5.85
5.90
5.60
5.65
5.65
5.65
5.75
5.98
6.01
5.65
6.12
5.70
6.11
6. 10
5.75

pH reading 24
hours after
processing

5.80
5.75
5.90
6.00
6.02
5.97
6.02
5.65
5.77
5.80
5. 70 5.77
6.00
6.05
5.68
6.15
5.89
6. 18
6. 21
5.86

TABLE 6
pH of spread-type dairy product every week for eight weeks
. Lot
No.

293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302

303
304
305
306

307
308
309
310
311
312

First
week

Second
week

Third
week

5.90
5.85
5.75
5.90
5.75
5.95
5.85
5·. 80
5.82
5.82
5.70
6.15
6. 10
6.12
5.80
6.30
6.00
6.27
6.20
5.90

5~87
6.07
6.02
5.90
5.80
5.85
5.70
5.85
5.87
5.88
5.83
6. 10
6.11
6.03
5.83
6. 18
5.90
6.13
6.21
5.72

5.90
6. 10
6.00
5.95
5.92
5.91
5.90
5.85
5.79
5.70
5.69
6.35
6.25
6.12
5.90
6. 16
5.77

6.03

6.21
5.88

pH reading
Fourth
Fifth
week
week

sixth
week

5.70
5.99
5.77
5.95
5.97
5.80
6.05
5.80
5.85
5.85
5.85
6.45
6.20
6. 10
5.83
6.15
5.92
6.21
6.25
5.87

5.52
5.81
5.65
5.85
5.91
5.89
5.92
6.09
6. 10
5.82
5.92
6.42
6.22
6.21
6.00
6.13
5.97
6. 15
6. 19
6.05

5.75
5.80
5. 72 .
5.79
5.82
5.87
5.89
5.85
6.00
6.05
5.91
6.20
6. 19
6. 10
5.93
6.12
5.86
6. 10
6. 12
5.82

Seventh
week

5.65
5.85
5.75
5. 82
5.89
5.80
5.92
5.90
5.89
5.90
5.85
6.40
6.30
6.21
6. 10
6.30
6.00
6.40
6.25
5.95

Eighth
week

5.60
5.85
5.65
5.99
5.91
5.95
5.99
5.92
5.90
5.98
5.85
6.20
6.11
6. 16
6.22
6.35
5.95
6.30
6.05
6.15

°'
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state to dissolved state and vice versa.
The fat percent was determined during _experimentation (Table 7).

No relationship was found between the

fat per.c ent and amount of whey1ng off.

Probably there is

a relationship between crystalltzation of fat and body of
the finished product . when the latter is stored at low
temperatures.

Therefore, more work is needed to be done

concerning this.
The protein percent was determined, too, during
experimentation (Table 7).

Generally speaking, it was

found that the higher the protein percent in the samples,
the less was the amount of wheying off obtained except - for
lots numbered 296 and 304.

In these lots, the protein per-

cent was 6.6 and 6.0; the total amount of wheying off for
the samples frozen immediately after processing and for the
samples kept at 70°F for six hours were 27 ml and 58 ml,
respe~tively.

This was probably due to the temperature

treatment or trauma of homogeniz2tion which .affected the
water holding capacity of the finished product.
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TABLE 7
Fat and protein percent of . spread-type dairy product

tf

Lot No.

Fat%

Protein%

293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
- 309
310
311
312

37.6553
38.3372
· 38. 417 4
38. 3895
38.9857
40.6478
40.9848
38.1615
41.9793
40.9875
39.3904
40.0424
40.8135
40.0881
40.4830
42.5786
42.1381
39.7042
41. 2820
36.1520

5.46
5.51
5.25
6.60
6.12
6.20
6.51
4.66
4.50
4.63
4.78
6.00
6.35
6.40
6. 17
6.00
6. 10
6.67
6.42
5.00
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A series of lots of a new low-£at spread-type dairy
product was made to determine the effect of using different
types of solids-not-fat and/or ~tabilizers or levels of
stabilizers on body and texture of the finished product.
1.

Cheddar cheese whey powder tended to promote the

softness of the finished product.
2.

Using non-fat dry milk as the primary source of

milk solids-not-fat gave a firm body.

3.

Using condensed skimmilk as the source of milk

solids-not-fat gave the firmest body with different types
and levels of stabilizers.

4.

Sodium caseinate had excellent water holding

capacity, but the desired body and texture in the finished
product could not be achieved.

5.

NFDM had better properties concerning water

holding capacity than the Cheddar cheese whey powder.

6.

Condensed skimmilk had a relatively good water

holding capacity.

7.

The firmness of the body of the finished prod-

uct varied according to the percent of the total solids.

8.

Using any type of the above milk solids-not-fat,

the body of the samples became softer upon aging.
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9.

Different levels of modified food cornstarch no.

4832 were used which resulted in obtaining firmer body with
higher level of stabilizer.
10.

Genera~ly speaking, ·modified food cornstarch no •

.48 32 gave a much softer and sti_ckier body, greater tendency
to wheying off, and poor texture, which resulted in its not
being considered further.
11.

A combination of equal amounts of CMC (0.1% of

finished product) with gelatin (0.1 % of finished product)
was found to be the best combination to be used in the
finished product, yielding both acceptable body and
texture.
12.

CMC and gelatin tended to give less amounts of

wheying off than modified food cornstarch no. 4832 when
used at comparable levels.
_ 13.

Using the same level and type of milk solids-

not-fat with different levels of stabilizers resulted in
obtaining firmer body with the higher levels of
stabilizers.
)

-

14.

Keeping the samples at 70°F for six hours before

overnight freezing helped in gel formation; accordingly,
the water holding capacity was improved.
15.

The pH of the lots was increased after homoge-

nization process;· moreover, the pH was increased after 24
hours storage at 36°F.
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16.

There was a continuous, usually upward, shift in

the pH of the samples from week to week during storage
after processing.
17.

The h~gher the prot·e in percent in the samples,

the less was the amount of whering off obtained.
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